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Worksheet # 4
VOCABULARY: PARTS OF SPEECH

Complete the text by filling in the blanks. Choose the words from the word bank. Then, look at
the words below and write the correct part of speech in the brackets, like the example given.
N = Noun

ADJ = Adjective

V = Verb

Whenever a baby

tooth

e

Meeting the Tooth Fairy
( N ) falls out of my mouth, I put it under my pillow at night

before I go to sleep so that the tooth fairy can ____________________ (
) in its place.

pl

____________________ (

I get really ____________________ (
____________________ (

) it and leave a

) gifts from the tooth fairy. She’s given me a

), a hairbrush, and a ____________________ (

) dress. I love

the tooth fairy so much because she knows what I like!
I want to ____________________ (

) the tooth fairy and ____________________ (

) her

m

for the gifts. I also want to find out who she is. So one night, after putting my tooth under my
____________________ (

), I only pretend to sleep but really I’m

____________________ (

).

At midnight, the door cracks open. It’s the tooth fairy! I feel her ____________________ (
my pillow. When I open my ____________________ (

)

), I don’t see the tooth fairy. I see

sa

Mum! “Mum! You’re the tooth fairy?” I ask.

“No sweetie,” Mum says. “The tooth fairy is ____________________ (

) so she asked me to

get your tooth for her.”

“Oh,” I say, but I don’t believe her. I’ve finally ____________________ (
tooth fairy was Mum all this time.

NOUNS

ADJECTIVES

VERBS

book
eyes
gift

pink
nice
awake

solved
lift
meet

tooth
pillow

busy

collect
thank
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Worksheet # 4 (Answers)
VOCABULARY: PARTS OF SPEECH
Meeting the Tooth Fairy

e

Whenever a baby tooth ( N ) falls out of my mouth, I put it under my pillow at
night before I go to sleep so that the tooth fairy can collect ( V ) it and leave a
gift ( N ) in its place.

pl

I get really nice ( ADJ ) gifts from the tooth fairy. She’s given me a book ( N ), a
hairbrush, and a pink ( ADJ ) dress. I love the tooth fairy so much because she
knows what I like!

m

I want to meet ( V ) the tooth fairy and thank ( V ) her for the gifts. I also want to
find out who she is. So one night, after putting my tooth under my pillow ( N ), I
only pretend to sleep but really I’m awake ( ADJ ).

At midnight, the door cracks open. It’s the tooth fairy! I feel her lift ( V ) my

sa

pillow. When I open my eyes ( N ), I don’t see the tooth fairy. I see Mum! “Mum!
You’re the tooth fairy?” I ask.

“No sweetie,” Mum says. “The tooth fairy is busy ( ADJ ) so she asked me to get
your tooth for her.”

“Oh,” I say, but I don’t believe her. I’ve finally solved ( V ) the mystery! The tooth
fairy was Mum all this time.
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Worksheet # 9
GRAMMAR IN ACTION: PREPOSITIONS
Complete the following text with the correct prepositions.

Nurses are Helpful

e

Like doctors, nurses may work ______________ hospitals or ______________ clinics.

Nurses have to handle many tasks. Their jobs are different from those of doctors. They

pl

have the same goal — to help people recover ______________ illness.

If you do not feel well and have to visit a clinic, you meet the nurse first

______________ the doctor. A nurse usually asks for the reason of your visit. If you

m

came before, a nurse can check the record ______________ your past illnesses. The

nurse then takes your temperature and checks your weight. You may find that other
children are feeling sad while they are waiting ______________ the doctor. Nurses
may give them toys and let them draw ______________ whiteboards or paper

sa

______________ crayons. Playing helps children to calm down.

After you see the doctor, the nurse prepares the medicine for you
and explains your conditions to you and your family. Some nurses
teach children how to take care ______________ themselves
______________ exercise and good eating habits. They are
wonderful helpers to the doctors!
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Worksheet # 9 (Answers)
GRAMMAR IN ACTION: PREPOSITIONS
Nurses are Helpful

e

Like doctors, nurses may work in hospitals or in clinics. Nurses have to handle many
tasks. Their jobs are different from those of doctors. They have the same goal — to

pl

help people recover from illness.

If you do not feel well and have to visit a clinic, you meet the nurse first before the

doctor. A nurse usually asks for the reason of your visit. If you came before, a nurse

m

can check the record of your past illnesses. The nurse then takes your temperature
and checks your weight. You may find that other children are feeling sad while they
are waiting for the doctor. Nurses may give them toys and let them draw on

sa

whiteboards or paper with crayons. Playing helps children to calm down.

After you see the doctor, the nurse prepares the medicine for you and explains your
conditions to you and your family. Some nurses teach children how to take care of
themselves through exercise and good eating habits. They are wonderful helpers to
the doctors!
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